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Abstract. The development of vibration-based long-term SHM methods for damage detection
and preventive conservation of historic masonry buildings is receiving a growing trend of sci-
entific interest. At the state of the art, well-acknowledged techniques for damage detection have
been developed and validated, especially when dealing with earthquake-induced damages. The
next scientific challenge to deal with in SHM is therefore damage localization, thus, not just
detecting the occurrence of a damage, but also inferring, with a certain level of confidence, its
location. This paper presents a methodology aimed at addressing the damage localization task
in heritage masonry structures, based on Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA) carried out from
a numerical model together with data recorded during the earthquake. IDA curves are built with
reference to different portions of the structure, relating some local damage parameters (DMs) to
some seismic or response intensity measures (IMs) and earthquake’s intensity is used for locally
identifying the damage in such portions. The choice of IM represents an important aspect of the
IDA curves effectiveness and an appropriate study is carried out. The proposed methodology
is validated through application to the numerical model of a reduced-scale masonry structure,
called Brick House, which represents a well-known international benchmark case study tested
on the LNEC-3D shaking table. The obtained results demonstrate that the proposed methodol-
ogy is capable of achieving earthquake-induced damage detection and localization with a good
level of approximation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Well-acknowledged data-driven techniques for earthquake-induced damage detection (EIDD)
have been developed and validated in the scientific literature, within vibration-based long-term
Structural Health Monitoring (SHM), aimed at preventive conservation of historic masonry
buildings. Among them, data-driven damage detection methods using modal parameters as
damage-sensitive features represent consolidated and validated techniques for EIDD in Cul-
tural Heritage (CH) masonry structures, even at stages when damage is not yet detectable by
visual inspections [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Nevertheless, methods addressing higher levels of dam-
age identification with a certain accuracy are yet to be defined. This paper seeks to tackle this
challenge by presenting a numerical model-based methodology for earthquake-induced damage
localization (EIDL) in masonry structures.

The proposed methodology is based on Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA) [7] combined
with seismic data recorded via long-term vibration-based SHM. It requires the construction and
tuning of a numerical model of the considered structure. In this regard, IDAs are carried out
from a well calibrated numerical model, considering a suitable non-linear constitutive model
for the masonry material, and relate a Damage Measure (DM) against one or more Intensity
Measures (IMs). In the present work, each IDA curve is referred not to the whole structure
but to some individual specific regions of the numerical model, called Parts, which it is ideally
subdivided into. Hence, regional IDA curves can be used, for damage localization and quan-
tification, through an appropriate IM of a seismic event. It can be either a seimic input IM
(structure independent) or a structural response one (structure dependent). A particular focus
has been dedicated to an in-depth study of all IMs existing in literature and, moreover, to the
definition of new original ones, since the use of the most suitable IMs represents an important
aspect in IDA’s results and effectiveness. A statistical correlation study between IMs has been
carried out, considering one hundred seismic records from the Italian Accelerometric Archive.
Decisions on whether choosing some and discarding others have been made, taking also into
account their capabilities to describe the main characteristics of an earthquake. Seismic input
to non-linear dynamic analyses of structures is usually defined in terms of acceleration time se-
ries whose response spectra are compatible with a specified target response spectrum. For this
purpose, the generation of seven accelerograms spectrum-compatible to the elastic response
spectrum prescribed by the New Zealand Standards for the site of Christchurch city, has been
described. The corresponding acceleration time histories are then appropriately scaled for IDA.

The proposed methodology is applied and validated through application to the Finite Element
(FE) model of a well-known case study, named Brick House. It is a simple masonry structure,
but an international scientific benchmark being tested on the LNEC-3D shaking table, whose
obtained experimental results act as reference for calibration of the corresponding numerical
model. The results demonstrate that the proposed numerical-based procedure is capable of
correctly localizing earthquake-induced damage in different regions of the structure, and of
quantifying it with a certain level of confidence.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed methodology for earthquake-
induced damage localization. Section 3 presents the considered case study, detailing both ref-
erence main experimental results and FE numerical modeling. Section 4 reports the results and
validation of the proposed methodology and, finally, Section 5 summarizes the main conclu-
sions that can be drawn from the work.
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2 THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The proposed methodology, aimed at addressing the damage localization task in heritage
masonry structures, is based on Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA) carried out from a well
calibrated numerical model together with data recorded during the earthquake.

IDA represents a parametric analysis method capable of thoroughly estimating structural
performance under dynamic and seismic loads [7]. It involves subjecting the FE model to one
(or more) ground motion record(s), each scaled to multiple levels of intensity, thus producing
one (or more) curve(s) of response parameterized versus the intensity level. An IDA study
allows a thorough understanding of the range of response or ‘demands’ versus the range of
potential levels of a ground motion record, as well as, a better understanding of the structural
response/implications as the ground motion intensity increases to more severe levels. More-
over, in the framework of performance-based earthquake engineering (PBEE), the assessment
of demand and (global collapse) capacity is viewed through the lens of an IDA study. The IDA
curve contains the necessary information to assess performance levels or limit states. Indeed,
different levels of capacity can be associated to different limit states.

Basic hierarchical concepts of Incremental Dynamic Analysis are listed below:

• Unscaled single acceleration time-history: a1, defined as a vector a1(ti), ti=0,t1,...,tn−1.

• Scale Factor (SF) of a scaled accelerogram: λ ∈ [0,+∞) that produces aλ= λ · a1.

• Monotonic Scalable Intensiy Measure (IM): non-negative scalar IM ∈ [0,+∞) that con-
stitutes a function of the scaled accelerogram aλ, IM=fa1(λ).

• Damage Measure (DM): non-negative scalar DM ∈ [0,+∞) representing the output of
the corresponding non-linear dynamic analysis on the structural model.

• Single-Record IDA Study: a dynamic analysis study of a given structural model param-
eterized by the SF applied to a1(ti), thus, involving a series of dynamic non-linear runs
performed under scaled images of a1(ti).

• IDA Curve: plot of a DM recorded in an IDA study versus one or more IMs that charac-
terize aλ (+2D plot).

A Single-Record IDA Study is accelerogram and structural model specific. When subjected to
different ground motions, a model will often produce quite dissimilar responses that are difficult
to predict a priori, being not able to fully capture the behaviour that a building may display in
a future event. In other words, it can be highly dependent on the chosen record, so a sufficient
number of records is needed to cover the full range of responses. Hence, the structural model
has to be subjected to a suite of ground motion records.

• Multi-Record IDA Study: a collection of single-record IDA studies of the same structural
model, under different accelerograms.

• IDA Curve Set: a collection of IDA curves of the same structural model under different
accelerograms, that are all parameterized with respect to the same IMs and DM.

A detailed overview of the aforementiond basic concepts can be found in[7].
The methodology proposes IDA curves generated with reference to individual different por-

tions of the structure (and not the whole structure), relating some local damage parameters
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(DMs) to selected seismic or response intensity measures (IMs). Seismic input and/or numer-
ical response intensities (IMs) can be used in such curves for local identification and quantifi-
cation of damage (DM) in each portion. A Single-Record IDA Study results into an IDA Curve
which constitutes a mathematical entity, relating one or more DMs to one or more IMs:

DM = f(IMs) (1)

where DM = (DM1,DM2, ...,DMn) and IMs=(IM1, IM2,...,IMm) with n referred to n differ-
ent regions of the numerical model and m the total number of best IMs considered. Assuming
monotonic IMs, the IDA curve in (Eq. (1)) becomes a function (R∗m→R∗n), beingR∗ the set of
non-negative real numbers. Relationship between DM and IMs is multidimensional, whereby,
the results of an IDA study, expressed by Eq. (1), can be presented in a multitude of different
IDA curves, depending on the choices of IMs. Such a choice represents an important aspect of
the IDA curves effectiveness, hence an appropriate study is carried out in Section 4.1. More-
over, given the dependence of IDA on the chosen record and taking into account the variability
of structural responses with respect to different ground motions a suite of ground motion records
has been considered. At least seven seismic records should be considered, as suggested by tech-
nical standards [8], aimed at covering full range of responses, different seismic characteristics
in terms of energy, frequency content and more.

The scheme of the proposed methodology is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Scheme of the proposed methodology.
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3 BRICK HOUSE

3.1 Experimental model

As introduced before, the IDA methodology has been validated through the numerical sim-
ulation of the Brick House, whose experimental conterpart was tested in the LNEC-3D shaking
table. The tests, carried out in the scope of the workshop “Methods and Challenges on the
Out-of-Plane Assessment of Existing Masonry Buildings” [9], aimed at the assessment of its
out-of-plane performance under dynamic and seismic loading.

The Brick House mock-up was built using regular fired clay bricks with an English bond
masonry arrangement, yielding a total wall thickness of around 23.5 cm. It presented three
walls set out according to a U shape layout: the façade wall with a central opening and a gable
on top and the two orthogonal sidewalls, acting as abutments, of which only one was pierced
by a window.

Unidirectional seismic loading, in the perpendicular direction to the façade, was applied
with increasing input intensity testing protocol up to collapse. The pre-processed N64E strong
ground motion component of the Christchurch (New Zealand) earthquake of February 21st 2011
was used. In this way, the façade was loaded in the out-of-plane direction, while the sidewalls
were loaded in-plane but, given the presence of a window in one of the sidewalls, an asymmetric
dynamic behavior was observed, leading to significant torsion of the structure. The seismic test
sequence included eight steps of increasing intensity, where the last one reached an amplitude
of about 12.47 m/s2. The collapse mechanism observed at the end presented partial collapse
of the gable top of the façade and of the lateral wall with window, while the other sidewall
remained almost intact (see Figs. 2a, b, c). The instrumentation included twenty unidirectional
accelerometers and six linear variable displacement transducers (LVDTs), placed in different
locations for measuring the absolute acceleration responses of the structure, as well as the input
signals on the shake table, and the out-of-plane displacements of the façade, respectively.

Further details on the description of the mock-up, seismic testing, instrumentation setup,
damage pattern and observed collapse mechanisms are presented in [10].

3.2 Construction and validation of FE numerical model

In order to simulate earthquake-induced damage scenarios and carry out IDA aimed at dam-
age localization, a 3D FE model of the Brick House mock-up has been built using the ABAQUS
6.10 platform [11] (see Fig. 3a). A free meshing of solid tetrahedral elements, with mean ele-
ments’ dimension of about 10 cm, has been adopted. The choice of such a mesh dimension was

Figure 2: Brick masonry prototype after shaking table test (a) and collapse mechanism scheme with particular
view on the main gable wall (b) and return wall with window opening (c) [10].
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Figure 3: Brick House numerical model: mesh discretization view (a) and damage obtained after Christchurch
earthquake simulation in the main gable wall (b) and in the return walls without (c) and with window opening (d).

the result of a preliminary sensitivity analysis, not reported here for the sake of brevity, looking
for a trade-off between accuracy of the solution and control of computational costs. The model
has been assumed fixed to the ground. At the constitutive level, the same material has been
assigned to the whole structure assuming an isotropic behavior.

Linear mechanical parameters of the masonry can be found in [10], as estimated after char-
acterization in-situ experimental tests on six wallets. The non-linear mechanical behavior has
been here reproduced, as suggested in recent literature works on seismic vulnerability analy-
sis [12], using the classic Concrete Damaged Plasticity (CDP) constitutive model proposed by
Lubliner and co-workers [13] and then modified by Lee and Fenves [14] for cyclic loading and
damage implementation. CDP is a continuum, plasticity-based model for quasi brittle materials
with nonlinear behavior in tension (tensile cracking) and compression (crushing), but elastic in
shear. In the case of the Brick House mock-up, despite the absence of data to accurately describe
the non-linear behavior in tension and the failure of experimental in-situ diagonal compression
tests, the post-elastic material response (with reference to the mortar) in tension and compres-
sion (assumed to be exponentially decreasing) is suggested in [15].

In the present numerical model, the aforementioned linear and non-linear parameters resulted
crucial for the calibration process. However, it should be emphasized that, for obtaining full
consistency between numerically predicted and experimentally recorded response accelerations,
an additional manual tuning was needed. The following linear parameters are adopted: Young’s
modulus E, Poisson’s ratio ν, specific weight γ and tensile and compressive strength (σt and
σc) as reported in Tab. 1. Regarding CDP, with reference to the suggested values, slightly
different but reasonable damage parameters in tension are adopted (see Tab. 2). The description
of the failure condition and of the post-peak behavior depends upon the tensile stresses, σt, the
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E ν γ σt σc
[kN/m2] [-] [kN/m3] [kN/m2] [kN/m2]

3.619E+06 0.3 18.9 252 2480

Table 1: Mechanical parameters adopted on Brick House FE numerical model.

cracking strains, ε̃ckt , and the tensile damage variable, dt. In this regard, the behavior of the
masonry has been reproduced up to the ultimate limit state, considering damage in tension only.

The validation of the Brick House FE model has been performed by investigating its dam-
age pattern predicted after Chritchurch earthquake numerical simulation (using the same input
motion of the experimental tests), as illustrated in Figs. 3b, c, d, with reference to experimen-
tal collapse mechanism observed in the shaking table test. Furthermore, numerically predicted
and experimentally measured response accelerations are compared in five strategic and mean-
ingful reference points (see Fig. 4). As per displayed plots, the model can be considered well
validated, hence ready for Incremental Dynamic Analysis.

σt ε̃ckt dt
[kN/m2] [−] [−]

252 0.0E-00 0.00
198 3.0E-05 0.20
99 8.0E-05 0.40
45 1.1E-04 0.70
22 1.8E-04 0.90

Table 2: Mechanical parameters of tension stiffening and tension damage assumed in the numerical model.

4 INCREMENTAL DYNAMIC ANALYSIS CURVE SETS

4.1 Intensiy measures IMs and Damage Measures DMs

One of the most important aspects of a Single-Record IDA Study concerns definition and
choice of a Ground Motion Intensiy Measure, or simply called IM. The results of an IDA study,
expressed by Eq. (1), can be presented in a multitude of different IDA curves, depending on the
used DM and IMs.

In order to thoroughly describe an earthquake, an IM should be able to describe three main
characteristics/features of the ground motion that are of engineering significance such as, am-
plitude, frequency content and duration. The most common IMs describing amplitude are Peak
Ground Acceleration (PGA), Peak Ground Velocity (PGV), Peak Ground Displacement (PGD).
Other measures of amplitude include Sustained Maximum Acceleration (SMA) and Effective
Design Acceleration (EDA). Secondly, it is well known that the dynamic response of compliant
objects, be they buildings, bridges, slopes, or soil deposits, is very sensitive to the frequency at
which they are loaded. The frequency content describes how the amplitude of a ground motion
is distributed among different frequencies. Since the frequency content of an earthquake mo-
tion strongly influences the effects of that motion itself, characterization of the motion cannot
be complete without consideration of its frequency content. In this regard, spectral parameters
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Figure 4: Experimental accelerometers layout and plots of numerical predicted response accelerations versus shak-
ing table experimental ones with reference to five measuring points: A07, A18, A03, A16 and A02.

are suitable IMs. The duration of an earthquake (time interval where the strong ground mo-
tion results significative) is also a very important parameter because it influences the amount of
damage due to earthquake. Experience has confirmed that a very high amplitude strong motion
of short duration may not cause as much damage to a structure as a moderate motion with long
duration can cause. This is because the ground motion with long duration causes more load
reversals, aspect of utmost importance in terms of structural stiffness degradation. Moreover,
all the integral measures depend upon the duration of the earthquake. Among many definitions
of earthquake’s duration, the main ones are represented by the total, uniform, bracketed and
significant duration. The latter is used for integral IMs computation.

It is noteworthy to stress that identifying a reasonable number of IMs, that reflect the afore-
mentioned characteristics of the ground motion, results of particular importance for IDA’s ef-
fectiveness. For this purpose, an in-depth research and study have been carried out. A relatively
large number of different IMs have been proposed in the literature, each of them providing in-
formation about one or more of these characteristics. In practice, it is usually necessary to use
more than one IMs to characterize a particular ground motion adequately. Original definitions
of IMs can be also provided, particularly as far as numerical-based response IMs are concerned,
however, it is not the focus of this work.

Intensity measures can be subdivided in several categories or groups. They can be com-
puted as peak or integral parameters. Also, they are considered as either seismic input measures
(computed from the ground motion record, hence structure independent) or response intensity
measure (structure dependent). With reference to modal properties of a structure, IMs are cate-
gorized in acceleration-related, velocity-related, displacement-related and mixed or hybrid [16].
For the sake of brevity and considering the Brick House dyanmic properties, only acceleration-
related IMs are reported in this work (see Tab. 3). The first four represent seismic peak IMs,
the subsequent seven (5 to 11) are seismic integral IMs and the remaining quantities represent
response peak IMs (12 to 16) and response integral IMs (17 to 20).
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No. Name Notation Ref.
1 Peak Ground Acceleration PGA [16]
2 Sustained Maximum Acceleration SMA [17]
3 Effective Design Acceleration EDA [18]
4 Riddell&Garcia index Ia [19]
5 Root mean square Acceleration RMSA [16]
6 Characteristic intensity IC [20]
7 Arias Intensity IA [21]
8 Acceleration parameter A95 [22]
9 Destructive Potential Factor PD [23]
10 Cumulative Absolute Velocity CAV [24]
11 Maximum Incremental Velocity MIV [25]
12 Peak Response Acceleration PRA [-]
13 Spectral acceleration Sa(T1) [26]
14 Effective Peak Acceleration EPA [25]
15 Inelastic behaviour spectral acceleration SpaC [27]
16 The geometric mean of spectral acceleration Sa,avg [28]
17 Integral Response Acceleration IRA [-]
18 Von Thun P-Acceleration Spectrum Intensity ASIVT [29]
19 Modified P-Acceleration Spectrum Intensity ASIMOD [29]
20 Nau&Hall P-Acceleration Spectrum Intensity ASINH [30]

Table 3: Acceleration-related intensity measures.

With a complete overview on many IMs, a statistical correlation study between them is
carried out, aimed at understanding the most suitable and meaningful ones for IDA purposes.
To this end, fifty earthquakes with moment magnitude higher than Mw = 5 have been selected
from the ITACA (ITalian ACcelerometric Archive) strong motion database [31, 32], taking
into consideration normal, thrust and strike-slip faulting mechanisms. One near-field and one
far-field record have been considered for each earthquake, thus having a total of one hundred
seismic records. It is noteworthy to stress that input acceleration, velocity and displacement
time histories are given in East and North directions, but for simplicity, IMs are computed
considering their mean direction. Coefficients of determination R2 between only acceleration-
related IMs, as computed from the said one hundred seismic records, are taken into account. In
general, there is a high degree of correlation. As a consequence, between two highly correlated
IMs (e.g. R2 ≥ 0.9), only the one describing better the ground motion characteristics is selected.
Therefore, the following 7 IMs are considered in this work for IDA curves: PGA, IC, IA, PD,
CAV, Sa(T1) and ASIMOD. The latter is a variant of ASIVT with respect to the Brick House
modes of vibration.

The DMs used in the present case study are represented by output variables obtained from
Abaqus numerical model, namely: tensile damage parameter, dt, plastic strain magnitude,
PEMAG, and maximum principal plastic strain, PEP1. For damage localization purposes, the
Brick House FE model has been partitioned into nine portions, viz. Parts (see Fig. 5), thus
allowing a local estimation of DMs, which are computed as average values weighted on the
numerical elements’ volumes, within each single Part of the FE model.
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Figure 5: Nine portions of the Brick House numerical model considered for IDA.

4.2 IDA Curve Sets

The proposed methodology considers, for each region of the structure, a Multi-Record IDA
Study whose output is an IDA Curve Set. In fact, given the dependence of a Single-Record IDA
Study on the chosen record and taking into account the variability of structural responses with re-
spect to different ground motions, a suite of ground motion records has been considered, aimed
at covering different seismic characteristics in terms of duration, amplitude, energy, frequency
content etc, as well as, having a higher probability of capturing several possible damage mecha-
nisms. Seismic input to non-linear dynamic analyses of structures is usually defined in terms of
acceleration time series whose response spectra are compatible with a specified target response
spectrum. Previous works give an insightful description of the rationale and advantages in the
use of spectrum-matched accelerograms [33], and demonstrate that spectrum matching does not
lead to significant bias in structural analysis results [34].

In the present case study, seven ground motion accelerograms, whose main original infor-
mations are syntethized in Tab. 4, are matched to the elastic response spectrum prescribed by
the New Zeland Standards NZS 1170.5:2004 [35, 36] at the site of Christchurch city, assum-
ing Hazard Factor Z = 0.3 (updated after Christchurch earthquake [37]), Return Period Factor
(Rs/Ru) = 1, D subsoil category and 2.5 km distance to the nearest major fault. The spectrum
compatibility has been realized by SeismoMatch [38], an application capable of adjusting real
earthquake accelerograms to match a specific target response spectrum (spectrum matching)
by adding wavelets to the original time history of acceleration (wavelet addition in the time
domain). Realistic acceleration time series are generated by modifying existing accelerograms
while preserving the nonstationary character of the ground motion. Time histories of (unscaled)
spectrum-matched accelerations a1 are illustrated in Figs. 6a-g. Applied as unidirectional seis-
mic loading, in the perpendicular direction to the façade, they are scaled up with increasing
intensity by means of SFs (λ, aλ= λ · a1) equal to 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, ..., 5.

With reference to the nine Parts, IDA Curve Sets (Eq. (1)) relate the selected local DMs to
the chosen seismic or response IMs. For the sake of brevity, only IDA Curve Sets obtained from
tensile damage and plastic strain magnitude versus the corresponding best acceleration-related
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Figure 6: Plot of unscaled acceleration time histories used for Incremental Dynamic Analysis on Brick House FE
model ((a)-(g)) and scaled (SF=2) East-West component of Accumoli Mw6.0 earthquake of August 24th 2016 (h).

Earthquake ID Station ID Epicenter Date Mw Fault PGA
[−] [−] [−] [dd/mm/yyyy] [−] [−] [m/s2]

IT0164ya ALT Irpinia 23/11/1980 6.9 Normal 4.645
IT0788xa ANT L’Aquila 06/04/2009 6.3 Normal 5.057
IT0789xa AQA L’Aquila 06/04/2009 6.3 Normal 3.931
IT0789ya AQA L’Aquila 06/04/2009 6.3 Normal 4.550
IT0806ya FMG L’Aquila 06/04/2009 6.3 Normal 3.532
IT0095xa NRC Ussita 26/10/2016 5.9 Normal 5.101
IT0095ya NRC Ussita 26/10/2016 5.9 Normal 5.371

Table 4: Ground motions used for Incremental Dynamic Analysis on the Brick House FE model: PGAs refer to
spectrum-matched time histories.

IM, in terms of dispersion, are presented in this work. Fig. 7 shows the nine plots of dt versus
ASIMOD (simply called ASI from here on), whereas the nine plots of PEMAG versus IA are
shown in Fig. 8. In addition to the set of curves, mean curves are depicted in the first graphs
with a thick black line.

By investigating these plots, it is possible identifying the least and most vulnerable parts of
the Brick House numerical model. In the case of dt, Figs. 7a, i indicate that Parts 1 and 9 are the
least damaged regions, with corresponding reached maximum values of tensile damage equal to
about 0.4 (40% reduction of Young’s modulus). Indeed, by examining Figs. 7d, e, g, h it is clear
that the most vulnerable/damaged parts are 4, 5, 7 and 8, with maximum tensile damage equal
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Figure 7: IDA Curve Sets and corresponding mean curves: plots of tensile damage dt versus Acceleration Spectrum
Intensity ASI.

nearly to 0.9, being this the maximum value predicted by CDP consitutive model (meaning
10% stiffness residue in tension). Part 7 seems to be the first region damaged over time with
increasing seismic intensity, followed by Parts 5, 8 and 4. All these observations are in good
agreement with the damaging process and pattern observed in experimental tests (see Fig. 2). It
is noteworthy to stress that tensile damage represents a parameter which takes into account the
history of damage. It is a measure of the plastic flow. Considering the unidirectional seismic
loading, Parts 5 and 8, as parts of the façade wall with out-of-plane loading, present a high
level of damage even because they suffer due to the presence of the two orthogonal sidewalls,
acting as abutments. On the other hand, PEMAG represents a measure of tensile deformation,
which in the present case study, is strongly related to formation and development/opening of
crack. Plots in Fig. 8 show that PEMAG presents its highest values in Parts 7 and 4, which
correspond, respectively, to the top gable and the adjacent region of the sidewall with opening.

For a better understanding of the damage pattern obtained via IDA, Fig. 9 shows contour
plots of dt and PEMAG at the last step of the non-linear dynamic analysis carried out with
IT0806ya earthquake scaled at SF=3.5. Tensile damage is clearly predominant in Parts 7, 5, 8
and 4, whereas plastic strain magnitude is concentrated in Part 7 and 4. Overall, the observed
experimental crack formation and collapse mechanism/damage pattern [10] are confirmed by
IDA Curve Sets, considering both dt and PEMAG.
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Figure 8: IDA Curve Sets: plots of plastic strain magnitude PEMAG versus Arias Intensity IA.

4.3 Damage identification

Local damage quantification is possible from IDA Curve Sets using IMs of a real arbitrary
seismic event. The East-West component of Accumoli Mw6.0 earthquake, occurred on August
24th 2016 (the first important shock of 2016 Central Italy seismic sequence), is used for this
purpose. Fig. 6h shows horizontal acceleration waveform recorded in Amatrice station, the
closest station to Accumoli earthquake’s epicenter, scaled up with SF=2.

Taking advantage of IDA Curve Sets depicted in Fig. 7, IMs of Accumoli earthquake (SF=2)
are used to identify the damage in terms of estimated ranges and mean values (calculated from
corresponding mean curves) of dt. For this purpose, PGA, Sa(T1), ASI, Sv(T1), PGV, IC and
IA are considered, obtaining an overall average estimation of ranges and mean values of tensile
damage. Fig. 10 shows IDA-based estimated damage, averaged with respect to all the afore-
mentioned IMs. It is clearly demonstrated that Part 7 is the most damaged, where mean dt
reached about 0.35 (minimum and maximum equal to 0.2 and 0.5, respectively). On the other
hand, Parts 1 and 9 present the lowest values of tensile damage (maximum dt ≤ 0.15).

In addition, for comparison purposes, tensile damage obtained from the non-linear dynamic
analysis carried out with Accumoli earthquake is also reported in the plot of Fig. 10, namely
Actual Damage. There is a good consistency between the latter and IDA-based Estimated
Damage. Values of dt of all the nine Parts, result within the corresponding IDA-based esti-
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Figure 9: Contour plots of tensile damage ((a)-(b)) and plastic strain magnitude ((c)-(d)) obtained in the last step
of the non-linear dynamic analysis performed with IT0806ya earthquake scaled at SF=3.5.

mated mean ranges, meaning that IDA Curve Sets represent a valuable and reliable tool for
earthquake-induced damage localization and quantification.

Figure 10: Tensile damage ranges and mean values obtained from IDA Curve Sets and corresponging mean curves,
respectively, considering Accumoli’s PGA, Sa(T1), ASI, Sv(T1), PGV, IC and IA.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

The paper has presented an innovative methodology able to localize earthquake-induced
damage. It is based on Incremental Dynamic Analysis carried out from a numerical model
and using data recorded during seismic events. The crucial aspect relies on the fact that IDA
Curve Sets have been built not considering the whole structure but referring to some portions
of the latter. Thus, local damage parameters (DMs) have been related to selected seismic or
response intensity measures (IMs), and this relationship has been used to locally identify the
damage in such portions through earthquake’s intensity.

The proposed methodology is validated through the FE model of a reduced-scale masonry
structure, a.k.a. the Brick House, which represents a notable scientific experimental benchmark,
object of previous studies by several authors.

The main results achieved within this work are summarized below.

• Concerning the construction and validation of the 3D numerical model based on the
shaking table experimental results, full consistency between numerically predicted and
experimental response accelerations has been achieved, together with a good agreement
between numerical damage pattern and mock-up collapse machanism.

• Research results about acceleration-related IMs and their statistical correlation study con-
sidering one hundred seismic records have been presented. Among them, only the most
suitable and meaningful ones have been chosen for IDA purposes.

• Nine IDA Curve Sets, one for every Part of the FE model, have been presented consid-
ering tensile damage and plastic strain magnitude as DMs versus Acceleration Spectrum
Intensity and Arias Intensity as IMs, respectively.

• Damage has been sequentially localized mostly in Parts 7, 5 and 8 of the façade wall and
Part 4 of the sidewall with opening, as indicated from DMs plots.

• IDA results, considering both dt and PEMAG, have presented a good agreement with
damage pattern, crack formation and collapse mechanism experimentally observed during
the shaking table tests.

• Earthquake-induced damage localization and quantification has been achieved with a
good level of approximation in the case of a real seismic event, by means of IDA Curve
Sets and corresponding mean curves, resulting the latter in a reliable tool for an arbitrary
earthquake.

For the present case study, the results demonstrate that the proposed numerical IDA-based
procedure is capable of correctly localizing earthquake-induced damages in different regions of
the structure, as well as providing useful information for its quantification , with a certain level
of confidence.
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